28mm War game Scale Railway Conversion to ‘0’ Gauge

Since previewing and launching our railway
range we’ve had a number of questions about
gauge and scale its use with ‘0’ gauge track.
Our range is ‘28mm War gaming scale’, for a
number of gaming reasons we deviated from
standard model railway gauge and scale. But in
designing our rolling stock we took into account
gamers who want to use out kits with ‘0’ Gauge
tracks.

positioned next to track or platforms etc. We also
considered the least intrusive way of converting
our kits to use standard ‘0’ gauge wheels for
those that use ‘0’ gauge track.

Converting Rolling Stock
I only had a pre-made truck here to work on so
excuse some of the detail.
1st thing I had to do was dismantle the wagon
body from the rolling gear. Before splitting the
frame I took a shot to show the size of the ‘0’
gauge wheels overlying the frame and standard
wheel positions.
‘0’ Gauge track is 32mm wide inside rail to rail.
And ‘0’ gauge ‘wheels’ are 22mm diameter. The
track bed height is 7mm.
Our track is wider @ 35mm but lower @ 4mm.
Our wheels are smaller in @ 18mm.diameter.

I dismantling the frame to side runners and buffer
ends, to near where the instructions say glue the
buffer assemblies to the suspension rails. If
making form scratch, you will need to skip gluing
the suspension rails to the bearing rails and
modify the way it is done. Glue the bearing wails
to the suspension rails before gluing the buffer
ends in place.
When designing our kits the aim was to have the
rolling stock proportionate to based figures when
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Doing this gives a guide to drill through the
suspension rails

place. These are designed to look the part with
our 18mm dia wheels.
When glued in place with ‘0’ gauge wheels they
are positioned outside of the rims and overlap
them.

The Peco wheel sets come with turned brass
bearings that fit nicely into the holes. You may
like to glue these in or allow them to float. I super
glued them in.

You can see here the brass bearing neatly sitting
in place…. Unpainted.
Fitting ‘0’ gauge wheels and using ‘0’ gauge track
has an effect on the overall height of the rolling
stock. The wagons are 3mm, and the overall
height is 6mm when using ‘0’ gauge track. We
have attempted to moderate the effects of the
higher track and larger wheels as best we can. I
would imaging that some packing may be needed
to level up our platforms.

I glued the buffer ends on and then glued the
frame to the wagon assembly.
Using the
standard Peco kit, there was no need to make
further changes to the rolling frame assembly.

I’ve not tried our Engine as yet.
However
standard Peco wheels come in a spoke version
too.
The track shown here is Peco a Bull head type,
and the wheels are 3 hole type. All standard
Peco ‘0’ gauge.

An alternative modification to the
standard kit.
The standard kit axles are 2mm x 2mm MDF bar
with triangular stops for wheel spacing. These
axles could have the stops trimmed off and the
wheels spaced to fit ‘0’ gauge track. Glue the
wheels in place. The suspension rails will hold
the wheels and axles central to the frame and
track. Alternatively replace the axle with 2mm x
2mm ‘bar’ – MDF, Plastic, Metal.
The rolling frame has been designed so there is
sufficient clearance for the ‘0’ gauge wheel. If the
break detail parts are not used the rolling gear
runs very freely… So I glued the break part in
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